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Part One : Reading  

Read the following texts carefully and then in your ANSWER BOOKLET, answer all the 

questions that follow. Your answers should be based on the text.   

     It’s normal to feel a bit blue from time to time. However, studies show that negative emotions 

can harm the body. Anger can also have harmful effects on health. When you see red, your blood 

pressure is raised and you can suffer from headaches, sleep problems and digestive problems.      

   However, what about positive feelings and attitudes? Until recently, scientists had not 

investigated whether there is a link between positive feelings and good health. 

   Then, in a study that had followed more than 6,000 men and women aged 25 to 74 for 20 years, 

researchers found that positivity reduced the risk of heart disease. Other factors influencing 

health included a supportive network of family and friends, and an optimistic outlook on life. 

The research showed that children who were more able to stay focused on a task, and who had 

a more positive attitude to life at age seven, were usually in better health 30 years later. 

The study has been controversial. Some health professionals believe that bad lifestyle choices, 

such as smoking or lack of exercise, are the reason for heart disease and other illnesses, and not 

an individual’s attitude. The researchers, while agreeing, raise the question: why are people 

making bad lifestyle decisions? Do more optimistic people make better and healthier lifestyle 

choices? 

Questions :  (40 points )  

1. There are many possible effects on someone’s health if he gets angry. Write down 

three of these possible effects.                                                                           (9 points ) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

2. There are many factors that could influence health. Write down two.        (6 points ) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

3. What does the underlined word " who" in the text refer to?                       (5 points )  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

4. Find the colour idiom in the text which means " to feel angry".                 (5 points ) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

5. Quote the sentence which shows that there is no link between positive feelings and 

good health.                                                                                                       (5 points )  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

6. Children were in better health thirty years later for two reasons. Write these two 

reasons down.                                                                                                   (4 points )  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

7. You can avoid getting angry by following many procedures. Think of this statement 

and in two sentences write down your point of view.                                    (6 points ) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 
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   Health conditions in Jordan are among the best in the Middle East. This is largely due to the 

country’s commitment to making healthcare for all a top priority. Advances in education, 

economic conditions, sanitation, clean water, diet and housing have made our community 

healthier. 

   As a result of careful planning, the number of healthcare services has been increasing rapidly 

over the past years. More than 800 different kinds of healthcare centres have been built, as well 

as 188 dental clinics. In 2014 CE, 98 per cent of Jordanian children were fully immunised, thanks 

to immunisation teams that had been working towards this goal for several years. 

Although there were remote areas of the country where people had been without consistent 

access to electricity and safe water, almost 99 per cent of the country’s population now has 

access. 

   Although the country has been focusing mainly on improving its primary healthcare facilities, 

it has not neglected its advanced medical facilities. The reputation of Jordanian doctors has 

spread in the region, and now many more patients come to Jordan for open heart surgery. In 

Jordan, the open heart surgery programme started in 1970 CE in Amman. 

    The life expectancy figures show that Jordan's healthcare system is successful. In 1965 CE, 

the average Jordanian's life expectancy was age 50. In 2017 CE, this average life expectancy had 

risen to 74.6. According to UNICEF statistics, between 1981 CE and 1991 CE, Jordan’s infant 

mortality rates declined more rapidly than anywhere else in the world – from 70 deaths per 1,000 

births in 1981 CE to only 15 deaths per 1,000 births in 2017 CE.  

   Questions (40 points )  

1. There are many factors that have made our community healthier. Write down four 

of these factors.                                                                                                   (8 points ) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

2. Quote the sentence which shows the year for the first open heart surgery program 

in Jordan.                                                                                                            (4 points ) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3. Find a word in the text which means " relating to teeth" .                            (5 points ) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

4. What does the underlined word " its" in the text refer to ?                          (5 points ) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

5. The life expectancy figures show that Jordan's healthcare system is successful. Write 

down two pieces of evidence from the text.                                                     (8 points )  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

6. The number of healthcare services has been increasing rapidly over the past years. 

Write down two examples.                                                                                (4 points ) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

7. Health is an important factor in developing any country. Think of this statement and 

then in two sentences, write down your point of view.                                   (6 points ) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .  
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    Ten-year-old Adeeb al-Balooshi, from Dubai, is going to travel to seven countries on a tour 

which has been organised and funded by Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammad, Crown Prince of 

Dubai. The boy caught Sheikh Hamdan’s attention with his invention – a prosthetic limb for his 

father. The Sheikh has taken a special interest in the boy, and hopes the tour that he is sponsoring 

for Adeeb will give the young inventor more self-confidence and inspire other young Emirati 

inventors. 

    Adeeb got the idea for a special kind of prosthetic leg while he was at the beach with his 

family. His father, who wears an artificial leg, could not swim in the sea as he could not risk 

getting his leg wet. This inspired Adeeb to invent a waterproof prosthetic leg. Adeeb is going to 

visit the USA, France, the UK, Ireland, Belgium, Italy and Germany, where he will be staying 

with relatives. However, while he is in Germany, Adeeb will not be spending all his time 

sightseeing. He will be working with a specialist doctor to build the appendage. He will also be 

attending a course on prosthetics and learning about different kinds of medical apparatus.  

   Adeeb has invented several other devices, including a tiny cleaning robot and a heart monitor, 

which is attached to a car seat belt. In the case of an emergency, rescue services and the driver’s 

family will be automatically connected with the driver through this special checking device. He 

has also invented a fireproof helmet. This special equipment, which has a built-in camera system, 

will help rescue workers in emergencies. 

   It is for these reasons that Adeeb rightly deserves his reputation as one of the youngest 

inventors in the world. 

Questions  

1. The Sheik Hamdan has sponsored the tour for Adeeb for two reasons. Write these 

two reasons down.                                                                                              (4 points ) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

2. Adeeb is going to visit many countries in his tour. Write down four .          (8 points ) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

3. Write down the sentence which shows that Adeeb is the youngest inventor in the 

world .                                                                                                                  (5 points ) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

4. Find the word which means " provide protection against water."               (5 points ) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

5. Adeeb’s father faced two difficulties with his prosthetic leg. Write these two 

difficulties down.                                                                                                 (4 points ) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

6. Encouraging young inventors is a responsibility that any government should do to 

support them.                                                                                                      (6 points ) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

7. What does the underlined word " where  " in the text refer to?                 (5 points )  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 
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    Studio schools are pioneering schools which receive funding as well as support from private 

businesses, and which seek to encourage young people to undertake a less conventional form of 

secondary education. 

These schools often specialise in one specific area, whilst understanding that the same broad 

range of skills and qualifications should be made available to all young people. 

One such school has recently opened to educate fourteen- to eighteen year- olds who have a 

special interest in working in the space industry. 

Students follow a tailor-made curriculum at the school, including subjects such as Astronomy 

and Astrophysics. 

Lessons are a mixture of small-class tutorials, with projects supervised by leading companies in 

both the space and technology industries. 

Prominent scientists and engineers are brought in as guest lecturers, with students aiming to 

achieve top grades in their Maths and Science exams. When they leave school, they will be well-

placed to take any number of different career paths. ‘They don’t have to become astronauts!’ 

says a spokesperson for the school. ‘Excellent grades in science and technology subjects can 

open many doors and lead to a variety of career opportunities.’ 

Questions  

1. There are two of tailor made subjects at the school. Write them down.      (6 points )  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

2. The leading companies which supervised the project are specialised in two specific 

areas. Write these two areas down.                                                                  (6 points ) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

3. What does the underlined word "they" in the text refer to?                         (5 points ) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

4. Find a word in the text which means " the study of the chemical structure of the 

stars and the forces that influence them" .                                                     (5 points ) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

5. Quote the sentence which shows that excellent grades can open many doors before 

students at space schools.                                                                                 (5 points )  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

6. The private sector helps the space schools in two ways. Write them.          (6 points ) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

7.   Such schools can be very beneficial if they are available in our country. Think of 

this statement and in two sentences write down your point of view.          (6 points )  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .                   
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     Two summers ago, I spent five months studying Arabic at the German-Jordanian University 

near Madaba. As my father is originally from Jordan, I grew up speaking Arabic as well as 

German. However, I had never studied Arabic formally, and when the opportunity came up for 

me to spend a year in Jordan studying Arabic, I didn’t hesitate for one moment. 

   I have relatives in Jordan and they arranged for me to stay with a wonderful family who live 

just outside Madaba. I was amazed by the number of international students there, who were not 

only from Germany, but from all over the world. Most of them had studied Arabic to a high 

level. I’m very familiar with colloquial Arabic, which is what my family speaks and understands. 

   The Arabic class, in Modern Standard Arabic, was challenging, especially the grammar. Every 

week, we had to learn a vocabulary list of around 50 words. We covered many topics. 

   Living with a family helped to improve my Arabic-speaking skills because, while all the 

students heard Arabic in the classroom and streets, I could also practise it at home. I really put 

my back into it, and I earned an A on the course. 

   What impressed me most about students in Jordan was their behaviour and their attitude to 

studying. All the students who I met appreciated the importance of their university education 

and the opportunities it would give them to contribute to their country’s prosperity. They also 

showed extremely positive values. Everybody was honest, and people discussed problems rather 

than getting angry if they disagreed with each other. 

   As someone who enjoys delicious food, beautiful places and friendly, hospitable people, 

studying in Jordan was one of the best decisions I have made in my life. I made many new 

friends. I also improved my Arabic speaking, writing and reading skills. My dream is to be fluent 

in Arabic one day – and as I intend to return to Jordan as often as I can, I know I’m going to 

make this dream a reality.   

Questions  

1. Anita was so willing to study Arabic in Jordan for many reasons. Write down four 

of these reasons down.                                                                                        (8 points ) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

2. Anita can speak two languages. What are these two languages.                   (5 points ) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

3. Anita enjoyed many things in Jordan. Write down three of these things.   (6 points ) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

4. Quote the sentence which shows that Anita was impressed by the view of the students 

in Jordan towards their university education.                                                (5 points ) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

5. What does the underlined word   " their  "  in the text refer to?                     (5 points )  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 

6. Find the body idiom in the text which means " put a lot of effort ".            (5 points ) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .   

7. Living with a native family has many advantages. Think of this statement and then 

in two sentences, write down your point of view.                                           (6 points )               
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Answers  أجوبة النصوص 

Text (1) – Page (2) -   أجوبة النص األول 

1) your blood pressure is raised and you can suffer from headaches, sleep problems and digestive problems. 

2) supportive network of family and friends, and an optimistic outlook on life. 

3) Children                                                                        4) see red                                         

5) Until recently, scientists had not investigated whether there is a link between positive feelings and good 

health. 

6) The research showed that children who were more able to stay focused on a task, and who had a more 

positive attitude to life at age seven, 

7) I think one can avoid angry by :    - practicing sport         - listening to Quran    - avoiding direct contact 

Text (2) – Page (3) -                                  النص الثاني أجوبة  

1) Advances in education, economic conditions, sanitation, clean water, diet and housing have made our 

community healthier. 

2) In Jordan, the open heart surgery programme started in 1970 CE in Amman. 

3) dental                                                                        4) the country / Jordan  

5) . In 1965 CE, the average Jordanian's life expectancy was age 50. In 2017 CE, this average life expectancy 

had risen to 74.6. 

6) More than 800 different kinds of healthcare centres have been built, as well as 188 dental clinics. 

7) I think this is true because :   - improving the quality of life       - building strong society.  

Text (3) – Page (4) -                                  أجوبة النص الثالث 
1) and hopes the tour that he is sponsoring for Adeeb will give the young inventor more self-confidence and 

inspire other young Emirati inventors. 

2) the USA, France, the UK, Ireland, Belgium, Italy and Germany 

3) It is for these reasons that Adeeb rightly deserves his reputation as one of the youngest inventors in the 

world. 

4) water proof  

5) could not swim in the sea as he could not risk getting his leg wet. 

6) I think government should :     - support new ideas             - sponsor them financially  

7) Germany  

Text (4) – Page (5) -                                 أجوبة النص الرابع 
1) including subjects such as Astronomy and Astrophysics. 

2) with projects supervised by leading companies in both the space and technology industries. 

3) students                                                                                                      4) Astrophysics  

5) Excellent grades in science and technology subjects can open many doors and lead to a variety of career 

opportunities. 

6) funding as well as support from private businesses, 

7) I think this is true because such schools :    - leads to variety               - helps to develop society  

Text (5) – Page (6) -                             أجوبة النص الخامـــس 
1) I spent five months studying Arabic at the German-Jordanian University near Madaba. As my father is 

originally from Jordan, I grew up speaking Arabic as well as German. 

2) Arabic as well as German  

3) delicious food, beautiful places and friendly, hospitable people 

4) All the students who I met appreciated the importance of their university education and the opportunities 

it would give them to contribute to their country’s prosperity. 

5) students in Jordan                                               6) put back into it  

7) I think this is true because it can leads to :   - make friends         - build job skills 
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** For the following sentences (1- 151) choose the suitable item from A, B, C or D to 

complete each of the following sentences.  

1) A ------------------ is a very small piece found inside every computer. 

A) tablet computer    B) computer chip              C) floppy disk              D) whiteboard  

2) A -------------is a small piece of plastic that used to store information from computers. 

A) floppy disk           B) computer chip                C) tablet computer     D) smartphones  

3) A ------------------ is a computer designed for one person to use 

A) tablet                    B) computer chip                C) floppy disk             D) PC 

4) A ------------------ is a mobile phone that connects to the Internet. 

A) smartphone          B) computer chip              C) floppy disk              D) whiteboard 

5) A ------------------ doesn't need a keyboard. 

A) tablet computer    B) computer chip              C) floppy disk              D) whiteboard 

6) Although they are pocket-sized, ------------------- are powerful computers as well as phones. 

A) headlines               B) smartphones                  C) decade                    D) likely  

7) Do you think it is ------------------- to rain tomorrow? 

A) headlines               B) smartphones                  C) decade                    D) likely  

8) From 1990 CE to 2000 CE was a ------------------------- . 

A) headlines               B) smartphones                  C) decade                    D) likely  

9) I always look at the newspaper ---------------- , but I don’t always read the articles. 

A) headlines               B) smartphones                  C) decade                    D) likely  

10) I am studying hard because I want to be a ---------------- . 

A) headlines               B) smartphones                  C) decade                    D) lawyer  

11) I can close the lid of my ---------------- and then put it in my bag. 

A) laptop                   B) smartphones                  C) decade                    D) likely  

12) I need to make a few -------------------before I decide how much to spend. 

A) calculations          B) wake up                          C) get started              D) look around  

13) I’m sorry I’m late. I didn’t ------------------- early enough. 

A) calculations          B) wake up                          C) get started              D) look around  

14) I’ve got a lot of homework, so I think I should ------------------- started right now! 

A) calculations          B) wake up                          C) get started              D) look around  

15) I’ve never visited that museum. I’d like to go in and -------------------. 

A) calculations          B) wake up                          C) get started              D) look around  

16) If you’re free at the weekend, let’s ------------------- and go shopping together. 

A) calculations          B) meet up                          C) get started              D) look around  

17) Mobile phones used to be huge. Early ------------------- were as big as bricks! 

A) calculations          B) wake up                          C) models                   D) look around  

18) When I graduate from university, I would like to buy a house and ------------------- . 

A) programs              B) settle down                     C) energy                    D) take place  

19) My brother is learning how to write computer -------------------. 

A) programs              B) settle down                     C) energy                    D) take place  

20) Solar panels generate ------------------- from the sun. 

A) programs              B) settle down                     C) energy                    D) take place  
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21) Tell me about the novel you’re reading. Where does the story -------------------? 

A) programs              B) settle down                     C) energy                    D) take place  

22) Thank you so much! We are very -------------------. 

A) programs              B) settle down                     C) energy                    D) grateful 

23) Modern computers can run a lot of ---------------- at the same time. 

A) programs              B) helmet                             C) World Wide Web   D) mouse  

24) When you ride a bike, you should always wear a ---------------- . 

A) programs              B) helmet                             C) World Wide Web   D) mouse  

25) ---------------- is all the information shared by computers through the Internet. 

A) programs              B) helmet                             C) World Wide Web   D) mouse  

26) You can move around the computer screen using a ---------------- . 

A) programs              B) helmet                             C) World Wide Web   D) mouse  

27) You make a ---------------- when you use maths to work out an answer.  

A) programs              B) helmet                             C) calculation               D) mouse  

28) A good way to cope with ----------------- is to relax and get some exercise.  

A) stress                     B) acupuncture                    C) ailment                    D) allergies   

29) ----------------- is a form of complementary medicine which uses thin needles.  

A) stress                     B) acupuncture                    C) ailment                    D) allergies   

30) ----------------- is an illness or disease which is not very serious.  

A) stress                     B) acupuncture                    C) ailment                    D) allergies   

31) ----------------- is conditions that make you ill when you eat, touch or breathe a particular 

thing.  

A) stress                     B) acupuncture                    C) ailment                    D) allergies   

32) Another way of saying that something could be successful is to say it is ----------------- . 

A) stress                     B) acupuncture                    C) viable                      D) allergies   

33) -------------------- to nuts and milk are becoming more common.  

A) Allergy                  B) Arthritis                           C) conventional          D) immunisation   

34) -------------------- is a disease that causes pain and swelling in joints.  

A) Allergy                  B) Arthritis                           C) conventional          D) immunisation   

35) -------------------- can be used to immunise people because it produces the necessary 

antibodies.  

A) Allergy                  B) Arthritis                           C) conventional          D) immunisation   

36) Doctors often treat infections with antibiotics; that is the -------------------- approach.  

A) Allergy                  B) Arthritis                           C) conventional          D) immunisation   

37) Headaches and colds are common -------------------- , especially in winter. 

A) Allergy                  B) Arthritis                           C) ailments                 D) immunisation  

38) I don’t really believe that story – I’m very ----------------------- .  

A) alien                       B) sceptical                            C) migraine               D) immunisation   

39) If something seems very strange, we sometimes say it is ----------------------- .  

A) alien                       B) sceptical                            C) migraine               D) immunisation   

40) If you have a ----------------------- , the best thing to do is take some medicine and rest 

somewhere quiet.  

A) alien                       B) sceptical                            C) migraine               D) immunisation   
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41) ------------------- is giving a drug to protect against illness.  

A) Alien                       B) Sceptical                            C) Migraine               D) Immunisation 

42) ------------------- is a serious illness that is spread by mosquitoes. 

A) Alien                       B) Sceptical                            C) Migraine               D) Malaria  

43) Medicines that are not normal, traditionally accepted treatments are known as ---------------. 

A) complementary      B) migraine                            C) arthritis                 D) optimistic   

44) --------------- is an extremely bad headache.  

A) complementary      B) migraine                            C) arthritis                 D) optimistic   

45) My grandfather has --------------- in his fingers, so he sometimes finds it difficult to write.  

A) complementary      B) migraine                            C) arthritis                 D) optimistic   

46) --------------- people make better and healthier lifestyle choices.  

A) complementary      B) migraine                            C) arthritis                 D) optimistic   

47) Many serious diseases can be prevented by --------------- , which helps the body to build 

antibodies. 

A) complementary      B) migraine                            C) arthritis                 D) immunisation 

48) Adeeb will also be ------------------- a course on prosthetics and learning about different 

kinds of medical apparatus.  

A) attending                 B) coma                                   C) reputation            D) spending  

49) After Ali’s accident, he lay in a ------------------- for two weeks. 

A) attending                 B) coma                                   C) reputation            D) spending  

50) Petra has a -------------------as a fascinating place to visit.  

A) attending                 B) coma                                   C) reputation            D) spending  

51) Adeeb will not be -------------------all his time sightseeing.   

A) attending                 B) coma                                   C) reputation            D) spending  

52) Before doctors prescribe drugs to patients, scientists perform ----------------- to make sure 

the drugs are safe.  

A) prescription            B) got                                        C) symptoms            D) medical trials  

53) Adeeb ----------------- the idea for a special kind of prosthetic leg while he was at the beach. 

A) prescription            B) got                                        C) symptoms            D) tiny  

54) Doctors look at the ----------------- before they decide how to treat the patient. 

A) prescription            B) got                                        C) symptoms            D) tiny  

55) It’s amazing how huge trees grow from ----------------- seeds. 

A) prescription            B) got                                        C) symptoms            D) tiny  

56) Adeeb caught Sheikh Hamdan’s ------------ with his invention – a prosthetic limb . 

A) self confidence        B) caught                                  C) pills                      D) attention  

57) It’s important to encourage young people and help them develop ------------------ .  

A) self confidence        B) caught                                  C) pills                      D) risk  

58) My grandfather has to take a lot of medicine – he takes six ------------------ every day.  

A) self confidence        B) caught                                  C) pills                      D) risk  

59) Please hurry up. Let’s not ------------------ missing the bus. 

A) self confidence        B) caught                                  C) pills                      D) risk  
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60) The Olympic Games often ---------------- young people to take up a sport.  

A) inspire                            B) interest                       C) monitor                   D) waterproof  

61) The Sheikh has taken a special ---------------- in helping the young inventor.  

A) inspire                            B) interest                       C) monitor                   D) waterproof  

62) When Mr. Rami had a heart attack, the doctors attached a special ---------------- to his chest. 

A) inspire                            B) interest                       C) monitor                   D) waterproof  

63) You can wear your watch when you go swimming if it’s ---------------- .  

A) inspire                            B) interest                       C) monitor                   D) waterproof  

64) You must always wear a ---------------- in a car, whether you’re the driver or a passenger. 

A) inspire                            B) interest                       C) monitor                   D) seat belt   

65) Wind ----------------- are an example of renewable energy.  

A) benefit                            B) philosopher                C) farms                       D) free  

66) ‘Green’ projects are environmentally ----------------- .  

A) benefit                            B) philosopher                C) farms                       D) free  

67) A ----------------- is someone who thinks and writes about the meaning of life.  

A) benefit                            B) philosopher                C) farms                       D) free  

68) A place where no cars are allowed is a car------------ zone, and it is pedestrian friendly. 

A) benefit                            B) philosopher                C) farms                       D) free  

69) If a city recycles everything and doesn’t throw anything away, it is zero------------------ . 

A) benefit                            B) philosopher                C) farms                       D) waste  

70) If we replace as much carbon as we burn, we are carbon ---------------- .  

A) power                            B) polymath                     C) neutral               D) mathematician  

71) In hot countries, solar ---------------- is an important source of energy.  

A) power                            B) polymath                     C) neutral               D) mathematician  

72) Mr Shahin is a true ---------------- , working in all kinds of creative and scientific fields.  

A) power                            B) polymath                     C) neutral               D) mathematician  

73) My father teaches Maths. He’s a ---------------- .  

A) power                            B) polymath                     C) neutral               D) mathematician  

74) Ramzi is very good with numbers and calculations. He always scores high in --------------- . 

A) footprint                        B) geometry                     C) arithmetic           D) physician  

75) We burn carbon whenever we use oil or gas. This is known as our carbon ----------------.  

A) footprint                        B) geometry                     C) renewable          D) physician  

76) We learn about shapes, lines and angles when we study ---------------- .  

A) footprint                        B) geometry                     C) renewable          D) physician  

77) Wind farms are an example of ---------------- energy.  

A) footprint                        B) geometry                     C) renewable          D) physician  

78) You must not take in medicine without consulting a ---------------- .  

A) footprint                        B) geometry                     C) renewable          D) physician  

79) A place where no cars are allowed is a car-free zone, and it is ---------------- friendly. 

A) footprint                        B) geometry                     C) pedestrian         D) physician  
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80) When people talk about ----------------- growth, they can mean either an improvement in the 

average standard of living, or an increase in the value of a country’s products.  

A) effects                  B) footprint                    C) economic                D) transport   

81) Pollution has some serious negative ----------------- on the environment, such as the death 

of wildlife and plant life.  

A) effects                  B) footprint                    C) economic                D) transport   

82) We can all work hard to reduce our carbon --------------- by living a more environmentally-

friendly lifestyle.  

A) effects                  B) footprint                    C) economic                D) transport   

83) If we take public ----------------- more often, there will be fewer cars on the roads, which 

will result in cleaner air in our cities.  

A) effects                  B) footprint                    C) economic                D) transport   

84) Hospitals need to dispose of a lot of ----------------- waste, and it should be carefully 

managed because it can be dangerous.  

A) effects                  B) footprint                    C) economic                D) biological  

85) The need for more effective urban ----------------- is evident when we consider modern day 

problems like traffic. 

A) effects                  B) planning                    C) economic                D) transport   

86) ---------------------! I’m sure everything will be fine in the end.  

A) have a head for figures   B) Keep your chin up  C) Banking and Finance    D) lifelong   

87) Economics and the global market have always interested me, but I wanted to study a 

subject with a clear career path, so I chose ---------------------.  

A) have a head for figures   B) Keep your chin up  C) Banking and Finance    D) lifelong 

88) I don’t think I’d be a very good accountant. I don’t really  ---------------------.  

A) have a head for figures   B) Keep your chin up  C) Banking and Finance    D) lifelong 

89) I’m not sure if it’ll be warm enough to have a barbecue. We’ll have to -------------------- .  

A) have a head for figures   B) Keep your chin up  C) play it by ear                  D) lifelong 

90) Studying is a --------------------- activity – you’re never too old to start!  

A) have a head for figures   B) Keep your chin up  C) Banking and Finance    D) lifelong 

91) You should study --------------------- if you’re interested in learning about the legal system. 

A) have a head for figures   B) linguistics                C) law                                   D) lifelong 

92) If you do a degree in Medicine or Law, you will find that your job ---------------- are better 

than if you do a more general degree.  

A) get it off your chest         B) proficiency           C) linguistics       D) put my back into it  

93) If you’ve got a problem, talk to someone about it. It helps to --------------------- .  

A) get it off your chest         B) proficiency           C) linguistics       D) put my back into it  

94) Maths has always been my strongest subject, and I feel that by studying ------------------ I 

can use my strengths to solve practical problems.  

A) get it off your chest         B) physics                 C) linguistics       D) put my back into it  

95) Studying --------------------- lets me focus on language in an analytical way.  

A) get it off your chest         B) proficiency           C) linguistics       D) put my back into it  

96) Yesterday, I studied very hard for the English exam. I really ----------------------. 

A) get it off your chest         B) proficiency           C) linguistics       D) put my back into it  
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97) Yesterday, I studied very hard for the English exam. I really put my back into it. 

The correct meaning for the underlined body idiom in the sentence above is :  

A) tried  B) tell someone about something worrying    C) encouragement    D) deal with  

98) If you’ve got a problem, talk to someone about it. It helps to get it off your chest. 

 The correct meaning for the underlined body idiom in the sentence above is :  

A) tried  B) tell someone about something worrying    C) encouragement    D) deal with 

99) I’m too nervous to do a parachute jump. I think that I’ll get cold feet at the last minute.  

The correct meaning for the underlined body idiom in the sentence above is :  

A) tried  B) lose confidence     C) encouragement    D) deal with 

100) I’m not sure if it’ll be warm enough to have a barbecue. We’ll have to play it by ear. 

The correct meaning for the underlined body idiom in the sentence above is :  

A) tried  B) tell someone about something worrying    C) encouragement    D) deal with 

101) I don’t think I’d be a very good accountant. I don’t really have a head for figures. 

The correct meaning for the underlined body idiom in the sentence above is :  

A) tried          B) mental ability for maths                  C) encouragement    D) deal with 

102) Have a head for figures! I’m sure everything will be fine in the end. 

The correct body idiom that should be replaced with the underlined one above is: 

A) Keep your chin up      B) Play it by ear               C) Get cold feet     D) put back into it 

103) Adnan never forgets anything! He’s got an amazing -------------------------- . 

A) memory                        B) postgraduate              C) circulation          D) draw up  

104) After Nasser completes his first degree, he’s hoping to do a --------------------degree. 

A) memory                        B) postgraduate              C) circulation          D) draw up  

105) Don’t sit still for too long – move around frequently to increase your --------------------. 

A) memory                        B) postgraduate              C) circulation          D) draw up  

106) I need to organise my time better. I think I’ll -------------------- a timetable. 

A) memory                        B) postgraduate              C) circulation          D) draw up  

107) I used to eat too much junk food, but now I have a much healthier --------------------. 

A) make                             B) do                                C) diet                      D) beneficial  

108) If you send money to charity, you will --------------------a difference to a lot of lives. 

A) make                             B) do                                C) diet                      D) beneficial  

109) If you want to lose weight, you should --------------------exercise every day. 

A) make                             B) do                                C) diet                      D) beneficial  

110) It’s --------------------to take regular breaks when revising. 

A) make                             B) do                                C) diet                      D) beneficial  

111) It’s important to drink a lot of water in order to avoid --------------------. 

A) academic                      B) circulation                   C) dehydration       D) cause offence  

112) Mariam is an excellent student. She gets top marks in -----------------subjects like Maths.  

A) academic                      B) circulation                   C) dehydration       D) cause offence  

113) My brother has just left school. Now he’s a university --------------------- . 

A) undergraduate             B) postgraduate               C) training              D) academic  

114) My cousin is an electrician. Instead of going to university, he did a  ----------------- course 

at a local training college. 

A) undergraduate             B) postgraduate               C) vocational         D) academic  
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115) The deadline is tomorrow, you haven’t done anything ! You really must ------------ a start. 

A) make                                     B) do                                  C) take                   D) draw up  

116) You look tired. Why don’t you ---------------- a break? 

A) make                                     B) do                                  C) take                   D) draw up  

117) Zainab listens to music while she’s working. It helps her ------------------- .  

A) make                                     B) concentration               C) diet                   D) draw up  

118) After the talk, there will be a chance for you to --------------- questions about anything you 

don’t understand. 

A) a small talk                          B) ask                                  C) conflict              D) prepared  

119) Before the serious discussion starts, we always make a ---------------; about the weather! 

A) a small talk                          B) ask                                  C) conflict              D) prepared  

120) When two sides disagree and argue, there is ---------------. 

A) a small talk                          B) ask                                  C) conflict              D) prepared  

121) When you are ready for something, you are --------------- for it. 

A) a small talk                          B) ask                                  C) conflict              D) prepared  

122) By working hard, you will --------------- the respect of your boss. 

A) earn                                      B) offence                            C) hands              D) track record 

123) If you are polite, you won’t cause --------------- or upset anybody. 

A) earn                                      B) offence                            C) hands              D) track record 

124) In business, when you meet someone for the first time, it’s polite to shake --------------- . 

A) earn                                      B) offence                            C) hands              D) track record 

125) When you can prove that you have experience, you have a --------------- . 

A) earn                                      B) offence                            C) hands              D) track record 

126) Be very careful when you answer the questions, and try not to make a --------------- . 

A) mistake                                B) company                          C) compromise    D) patient  

127) Nasser has applied to join the --------------- where his father works. 

A) mistake                                B) company                          C) compromise    D) patient  

128) When each side changes their position a little so that they can agree, they have managed 

to ---------------. 

A) mistake                                B) company                          C) compromise    D) patient  

129) When you stay calm and take your time, you are being --------------- . 

A) mistake                                B) company                          C) compromise    D) patient  

130) When you talk about business and try to do a deal, you --------------- .  

A) mistake                                B) company                          C) compromise    D) negotiate 

131) After the talk, there will be a chance for you to make questions about anything you don’t 

understand. 

The correct verb that should be replaced instead of the underlined one is :  

A) ask                                         B) make                                C) earn                 D) cause  

132) Be very careful when you answer the questions, and try not to cause a mistake. 

The correct verb that should be replaced instead of the underlined one is :  

A) ask                                         B) make                                C) earn                 D) cause  
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133) Before the serious discussion starts, we always earn a small talk; about the weather! 

The correct verb that should be replaced instead of the underlined one is :  

A) ask                                         B) make                                C) earn                 D) cause  

134) By working hard, you will make the respect of your boss. 

The correct verb that should be replaced instead of the underlined one is :  

A) ask                                         B) make                                C) earn                 D) cause  

135) If you are polite, you won’t join offense or upset anybody. 

The correct verb that should be replaced instead of the underlined one is :  

A) ask                                         B) make                                C) earn                 D) cause  

136) In business, when you meet someone for the first time, it’s polite to join hands. 

The correct verb that should be replaced instead of the underlined one is :  

A) ask                                         B) make                                C) shake              D) cause  

137) Nasser has applied to shake the company where his father works. 

The correct verb that should be replaced instead of the underlined one is :  

A) ask                                         B) join                                  C) earn                 D) cause  

138)  Have you heard the good news? We’ve got ----------------- to go ahead with our project!  

A) the green light                  B) red-handed        C) out of the blue      D) a white elephant  

139) I was shocked when I heard the news. It came completely --------------------- .  

A) the green light                  B) red-handed        C) out of the blue      D) a white elephant  

140) Luckily, the police arrived and the thief was caught -------------------.  

 A) the green light                  B) red-handed        C) out of the blue      D) red – handed   

141) Nobody goes to the new private sports club. The building is -------------------- .    

A) the green light                  B) red-handed        C) out of the blue      D) a white elephant  

142) Adnan never forgets anything! He’s got an amazing -------------------- . 

A) memorise                          B) memory              C) memorable           D) memorably  

143) Before an exam, you must ---------------------- everything you’ve learnt. 

A) revise                                B) revision                C) revised                  D) revisable  

144) Don’t talk to the driver. He must ------------------------ . 

A)concentrate                       B) concentration      C) concentrated        D) concentrative  

145) For higher education students enter university, either for academic or --------------courses. 

A) vocational                  B) vocationalify              C) vocationally              D) vocation  

146) Have you had any ------------------- of learning another language? 

A) experience                  B) experiment                 C) experienced               D) experimental   

147) How quickly does blood -------------------- round the body? 

A) circulate                     B)  circulation                 C)  circulated                  D) circulatively  

148) I’m confused. Could you give me some ------------------ , please? 

A) advise                         B) advice                          C) advisable                    D) advisably  

149) In hot weather our bodies are in danger of ------------------------ . 

A) dehydrate                  B) dehydration                C) dehydrated                 D) dehydrative  

150) Is one side of the brain more ------------------ than the other? 

A) dominate                   B) dominant                     C) domination                 D) dominance  

151) Mariam is an excellent student. She gets top marks in ----------------- subjects. 

A) academy                     B) academic                   C) academically              D) acdemicalism 
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(  151 – 1أجوبة جمل تمارين أكمل الفراغ و االشتقاق  )   

Sentence  Answer  Sentence  Answer  Sentence  Answer  Sentence  Answer  

1 B 41 D 81 A 121 D 

2 A 42 D 82 B 122 A 

3 D 43 A 83 D 123 B 

4 A 44 B 84 D 124 C 

5 A 45 C 85 B 125 D 

6 B 46 D 86 B 126 A 

7 D 47 D 87 C 127 B 

8 C 48 A 88 A 128 C 

9 A 49 B 89 C 129 D 

10 D 50 C 90 D 130 D 

11 A 51 D 91 C 131 A 

12 A 52 D 92 B 132 B 

13 B 53 B 93 A 133 B 

14 C 54 C 94 B 134 C 

15 D 55 D 95 C 135 D 

16 B 56 D 96 D 136 C 

17 C 57 A 97 A 137 B 

18 B 58 C 98 B 137 A 

19 A 59 D 99 B 138 C 

20 C 60 A 100 D 139 D 

21 D 61 B 101 B 140 D 

22 D 62 C 102 A 141 B 

23 A 63 D 103 A 142 A 

24 B 64 D 104 B 143 A 

25 C 65 C 105 C 144 A 

26 D 66 A 106 D 145 A 

27 C 67 B 107 C 146 A 

28 A 68 D 108 A 147 B 

29 B 69 D 109 B 148 B 

30 C 70 C 110 D 149 B 

31 D 71 A 111 C 150 B 

32 C 72 B 112 A 151 B 

33 A 73 D 113 A   

34 B 74 C 114 C   

35 D 75 A 115 A   

36 C 76 B 116 C   

37 C 77 C 117 B   

38 B 78 D 118 B   

39 A 79 C 119 A   

40 C 80 C 120 C   
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** For sentences (1  - 75) choose the suitable item from A, B, C or D to complete each of the 

following sentences.   

1) We’re going to Aqaba again in the summer. I ------------------ forward to it since last year. 

A) have been looking     B) has been looking              C) looks               D) had been looking  

2) Mahmoud was walking home when the rain ------------------------- . 

A) started              B) was starting                   C) have started               D) will start  

3) According to many researches in the past, most letters ------------------- by hand. 

A) are written        B) were written                  C) was written               D) has been written  

4) We had our old computer ---------------------at a local shop at the next town.  

A) repaired            B) will be repaired             C) repairs                       D) repairing  

5) In 1943 CE, the chairman of a ‘business machines’ company said that the world only --------- 

two or three computers. 

A) needs                 B) needed                           C) are needing                D) is needing  

6) These days, millions of families ---------------------  at least one computer at home. 

A) has                     B) have                               C) had                             D) is having  

7) Children often ------------------ computers better than their parents. 

A) are using            B) have used                      C) has been using          D) use  

8) If you play computer games all day, you ------------------ time to study. 

A) won’t have          B) wouldn’t have              C) didn’t have               D) doesn’t have  

9) I want to get a tablet, but I can’t afford --------------- one at the moment. 

A) to buy                 B) buy                                C) am buying                 D) bought  

10) Look at the black sky! It ------------------------ soon! 

A) will rain              B) is going to rain              C) are going to rain     D) rained  

11) I  come from Ajloun, but I’m ----------------------- in Irbid for a few months.  

A) stay                     B) stays                               C) staying                     D) stayed  

12) Nadia -------------------homework for two hours!  

A) have been doing     B) has been doing         C) have done                D) are doing          

13) If Ali had his own computer, he --------------- to use his friend’s computer. 

A) won’t need             B) wouldn’t need          C) doesn’t need      D) isn’t needing  

14) I ------------------- an email when my laptop  switched itself off. 

A) was writing            B) am writing               C) writes                D) has written  

15) We needed warm clothes when we went to London. We ----------------- the cold weather. 

A) weren’t used to        B) isn’t used to          C) am not used to           D) use to  

16) My grandparents didn’t ------------------ emails when they were my age. 

A) used to send             B) used to sending              C) use to send                D) used to sends  

17) Rashed ------------------- go swimming every morning, but now he doesn’t. 

A) is used to                    B) use to                               C) used to                      D) are used to  

18) We always go to the market across the street, so we------------------ eating fresh vegetables. 

A) is used to                 B) are used to                   C) was used to                 D) use to  

19) Please slow down. I------------------- walking so fast! 

A) didn’t use to             B) am not used to              C) are not used to             D) used to   

20) When you were younger, did you ---------------- play in the park? 

A) used to playing          B) used to play                   C) use to play          D) are used to  
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21) When I was a child, my grandmother ------------------ cakes for us all the time, and I liked 

helping her a lot. 

A) use to make                 B) used to make              C) are used to making       D) used to making 

22) This time next week, my grandfather -------------------some new crops in the garden. 

A) will be growing           B) have grown                C) had grown                     D) grew  

23) My Parents -----------------in their project in three years’ time in the next town.  

A) will have worked         B) will be working          C) is working                    D) have worked  

24) The new county’s committee ---------------all the local streets by the next month.  

A) will have fixed             B) has fixed                     C) are fixing                     D) have fixed  

25) Look! That old workers -----------------their break at the hot sun. 

A) has                               B) are having                    C) is having                      D) were having  

26) The teacher left the class because he -----------------us the task.  

A) have given                   B) had given                      C) give                             D) will give  

27) " I have some questions for you."  

A) Rami told Muna that he had some questions for her. 

B) Rami told Muna that he have some questions for her. 

C) Rami told Muna that he has some questions for her. 

D) Rami told Muna that he had some questions for him. 

28) Someone has found my missing laptop.  

A) My missing laptop have been found by someone.  

B) My missing laptop has been found by someone. 

C) My missing laptop was found by someone. 

D) My missing laptop is found by someone. 

29) It is not necessary to attend Friday classes at school in Jordan.  

A) You have to attend attend Friday classes at school in Jordan. 

B) You don’t have to attend Friday classes at school in Jordan. 

C) You must attend Friday classes at school in Jordan. 

D) You might attend Friday classes at school in Jordan. 

30) It is allowed to park your car at this parking spot.  

A) You must park your car at this parking spot.  

B) You mustn’t park your car at this parking spot.    

C) You have to park your car at this parking spot. 

D) You don’t have to park your car at this parking spot. 

31) Manal asked the gardener to water the plants.  

A) Mnal watered the plants. 

B) Manal had watered the plants.  

C) Manal had the plants watered.  

D) Manal the plants had watered.  

32) I think you should wear a helmet while riding a bike.  

A) If I were you, I will wear a helmet while driving a bike.  

B) If I were you, I wear a helmet while driving a bike. 

C) If I were you, I would wear a helmet while driving a bike. 

D) If I were you, I must a helmet while driving a bike. 
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33) Heat water till 70 C to make it boil effectively.  

A) If you heat water till 70 C, it boil effectively.  

B) If you heated water till 70 C, it boil effectively. 

C) If you heat water till 70 C, it boils effectively. 

D) If you heat water till 70 C, it boiled effectively. 

34) It is normal for me to wear the new glasses.  

A) I am used to wearing the new glasses.   

B) I am not used wearing the new glasses.  

C) I used to wear the new glasses. 

D) I used wearing the new glasses. 

35) I wasn’t able to drive my car at traffic but now I can drive quite easily.  

The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is : 

A) I am not used to drive my car quite easily in traffic.  

B) I am used to driving my car quite easily in traffic. 

C) I am used to drive my car quite easily in traffic. 

D) I used to drive my car quite easily in traffic. 

36) Huda is not used to living in crowded cities. 

A) It is normal for Huda to live in crowded cities.  

B) It is not normal for Huda to live in crowded cities. 

C) It was not normal for Huda to live in crowded cities. 

D) It has not been  normal for Huda to live in crowded cities. 

37) A mathematician is someone ------------------ works with numbers. 

A) who                           B) which                     C) where                    D) when  

38) Ibn Sina --------------------  is also known as Avicenna was a polymath. 

A) who                           B) which                     C) where                    D) when  

39) Qasr Bashir is an extremely well-preserved Roman castle ------------ is situated in the 

Jordanian desert. 

A) who                           B) which                     C) where                    D) when  

40) There are also about twenty-three stables --------------  horses may have been kept. 

A) who                           B) which                     C) where                    D) when  

41) Al-Kindi contributed to the invention of the oud.  

A) The person who contributed to the invention of the oud was Al-Kindi. 

B) The person who contributed to the invention of the oud were Al-Kindi. 

C) The person who contributed to the invention of the oud has been Al-Kindi. 

D) The person who contributed to the invention of the oud Al-Kindi was. 

42) Jabir ibn Hayyan also invented ink that can be read in the dark. 

The sentence which emphasizes in the underlined noun is:  

A) It was Jabir ibn Hayyan which also invented ink that can be read in the dark. 

B) It was Jabir ibn Hayyan who also invented ink that can be read in the dark. 

C) It was the ink in that can be read in the dark who also invented Jabir ibn Hayyan. 

D) It was Jabir ibn Hayyan which also invented ink that can be read in the dark. 
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43) Portuguese children have to go to school for -------------- than children in Japan. 

A) long                            B) longer                       C) longest                   D) long as   

44)  In Jordan, children start school a year ------------------than English children. 

A) earlier                         B) as early                     C) the earliest             D) early as  

45) Japanese and Jordanian children have -----------------compulsory schooling. 

A) less                              B) more                         C) the least                D) as little  

46) Studying physics is more popular than studying Biology in Britain.  

A) Studying Biology is as popular as studying Physics in Britain.  

B) Studying Biology is not as popular as studying Physics in Britain. 

C) Studying Biology is more popular than studying Physics in Britain. 

D) Studying Biology is less popular than studying Physics in Britain. 

47) Jordanian children can start school one year earlier than Turkish children.  

A) Turkish children can start school as early as Jordanian children. 

B) Turkish children can start school earlier Jordanian children. 

C) Turkish children can start school later than Jordanian children. 

D) Turkish children can start school as late as Jordanian children. 

48) The cheapest item in the menu is lemon juice.  

A) The least expensive item in the menu is lemon juice.  

B) The most expensive item in the menu is lemon juice. 

C) The more expensive item in the menu is lemon juice. 

D) The less expensive item in the menu is lemon juice. 

49) Manar is not as active as Majida in science.  

A) Majida is more active than Manar in science.   

B) Majida is as active as Manar in science.   

C) Majida is not as active as Manar in science.   

D) Majida is the least active in science.  

50) There are less students in this class than in the other class.  

A) There are as many students in this class as in the other class.  

B) There are not as many students in this class as in the other class. 

C) There are as much students in this class as in the other class. 

D) There are not as much students in this class as in the other class. 

51) I did not enjoy that book. In fact it was -----------------interesting book I have ever read. 

A) the most                        B) the least                          C) less                   D) more  

52) Could you tell me --------------does this book cost, please?  

A) where                            B) how much                       C) who                  D) when  

53) What time does the train leave the station usually? 

A) Could you tell me what time the train leave the station usually? 

B) Could you tell me what time the train leaves the station usually? 

C) Could you tell me what time the train left the station usually? 

D) Could you tell me what time the train does leave the station usually? 

54) Where do you live?  

A) I wonder where you do live ?                           C) I wonder where you lived ? 

B) I wonder where you live ?                                D) I wonder where do you live ?   
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 55) How many times did you visit that historical site?  

A) Could you explain how many times you visit that historical site? 

B) Could you explain how many times you did visit that historical site? 

C) Could you explain how many times you visited that historical site? 

D) Could you explain how many times you visits that historical site? 

56) Does the new teacher come early to the class or not ? 

A) Do you know if the new teacher come to the class early or not?  

B) Do you know if the new teacher comes to the class early or not? 

C) Do you know if the new teacher does come to the class early or not? 

D) Do you know if the new teacher come does to the class early or not? 

57) Can you drive me to the parade spot?  

Do you mind ---------------------------------------- ? 

A) drive me to the parade spot?                    C) driving me to the parade spot? 

B) drives me to the parade spot?                   D) drove me to the parade spot ?  

58) Doctors think that eating fish is good for the brain.  

A) Eating fish is thought to is good for the brain.  

B) Eating fish is thought to be good for the brain.  

C) Eating fish is thought to have been good for the brain.  

D) Eating fish is thought to are good for the brain.  

59) People believe that solving puzzles keeps the brain active. 

A) Solving puzzles are believed to keep the brain active.  

B) Solving puzzles is believed to keep the brain active. 

C) Solving puzzles was believed to keep the brain active. 

D) Solving puzzles is believed to keeps the brain active. 

60) Experts have proved that exercise is good for concentration. 

A) It has been proved that exercise is good for concentration.  

B) It has been proved that exercise was good for concentration. 

C) It has been proved that exercise has been good for concentration. 

D) It has been proved that exercise were good for concentration. 

61) Feeling angry leads to a lot of health issues.  

The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is : 

A) It is thought that feeling angry lead to health issues.  

B) It is thought that feeling angry leads to health issues. 

C) It is thought that feeling angry leaded to health issues. 

D) It is thought that feeling angry led to health issues. 

62) I didn’t wake up early , so we are late .  

A) If only I had not woken up early.                 B) If only I had woken up early.  

C) If only I didn’t wake up early.                     D) If only I haven’t woken up early.  

63) My mother wishes she had taken some money with her.  

The above sentence means that :  

A) My mother has taken some money with her.       C) My mother takes some money with her.  

B) My mother didn’t take some  money with her.    D) My mother took some money with her.  
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64) I wish we were not late for the meeting.  

A) If only we had been late for the meeting.             B) If only we were late for the meeting. 

C) If only we were not late for the meeting.              D) If only hadn’t been late for the meeting. 

65) Samia regrets being angry at breakfast time. 

A) Samia wishes she had been angry at breakfast time.  

B) Samia wishes she hadn’t been angry at breakfast time. 

C) Samia wishes she has been angry at breakfast time. 

D) Samia wishes she hasn’t been angry at breakfast time. 

66) I wish our team -------------------better yesterday but they didn’t play well. 

A) hadn’t played                   B) had played                 C) played                   D) didn’t play  

67) My mother was right and I was wrong. I wish I -----------------listened to her.  

A) have                                  B) had                            C) hadn’t                    D) didn’t  

68) Nader should have been more careful with his essay.  

Nader wishes he ------------------------------------------------------------- . 

A) hadn’t been more careful with his essay.    B) had been more careful with his essay.  

C) has been more careful with his essay.         D) wasn’t more careful with his essay.  

69) My father was really upset. I --------------he hadn’t been so upset.  

A) wish                                   B) if only                          C) had                       D) hadn’t  

70) The world will be at your fingertips. 

The function of the underlined phrase is :  

A) personification                   B) Onomatopoeia             C) metaphor              D) simile  

71) Our computers and mobile phones will take care of us, by telling us when to wake up. 

The function of the underlined phrase is :  

A) personification                   B) Onomatopoeia             C) metaphor              D) simile  

72) Everywhere we go we will hear the constant buzz and hum of technology. 

The function of the underlined phrase is :  

A) personification                   B) Onomatopoeia             C) metaphor              D) simile  

73) The -------------- of Jordanian doctors has spread in the region----------- and now many more 

patients come to Jordan for open heart surgery. 

A) reputation / ,                      B) reputasion / ,                 C) reputation / ?       D) reputation / ! 

74) Do you mind --------------- me how I should draw up a timetable------------- 

A) telling / .                            B) telling / ?                        C) telling / !            D) telling / ,  

75) Studio schools are ----------- schools which receive funding as well as support from private 

businesses------------ 

A) pioneering / ?                    B) pioneering / .                  C) pioneering / ,      D) pioneiring / .  
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( 75 – 1أجوبة جمل القواعد من )   

Sentence  Answer  Sentence  Answer  Sentence  Answer  

1 A 26 B 51 B 

2 A 27 A 52 B 

3 B 28 B 53 B 

4 A 29 B 54 B 

5 B 30 A 55 C 

6 B 31 C 56 B 

7 D 32 C 57 C 

8 A 33 C 58 B 

9 A 34 A 59 B 

10 B 35 B 60 A 

11 C 36 B 61 B 

12 B 37 A 62 B 

13 B 38 A 63 B 

14 A 39 B 64 C 

15 A 40 C 65 B 

16 C 41 A 66 B 

17 C 42 B 67 B 

18 B 43 B 68 B 

19 B 44 A 69 A 

20 C 45 C 70 C 

21 B 46 B 71 A 

22 A 47 C 72 B 

23 B 48 A 73 A 

24 A 49 A 74 B 

25 B 50 B 75 B 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 


